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KENYON COLLEGIAN
A Journal of Student Opinion
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Gambier. Ohio, Oclober

EXLUSIVE INTERVIEW;

Burr Challenges Equity

Kenyon Fraternities

Of
The

following interview between Collegian Associate Editor David

11, 1963

BY BURR:

Sometime in the spring of
last year, as an intellectual and hypothetical political science exercise, I discussed the feasibility of instituting a lawsuit to test
whether the discrimination clauses extant in the national constitutions of some national fraternities, and the inherent bias and discrimination in the selection of a pledge class, would make unconstitutional the existence of fraternities in buildings built with, or
insured by, federal funds.
And whether recognition of fraternities
with these biases by state universities and colleges would be
THIS WAS A

purely hypothetic-

idea and I had not at that time
actually thought of implementing such a suit

al

Kenyon, Eries Chiefs

imminence of a new upper-clas- s Spend Week in Gotham
dormitory at Kenyon makes
it both practical and necessary to With
Palms Extended
consider at this time the long
Kenyon and Lake Erie joined
range plans and goals of Kenyon
College, and the status and value forces this week, not for love, but
of fraternal
organizations at the for money.
I say this because deCollege.
College President F. Edward
cisions must soon be made as to Lund and Paul Weaver, president
whether the new dormitories of Lake Erie College for Women,
would contain fraternities.
The left Monday on a five-da- y
stint
hypothesis of a basis for a laws- to New York City where they
uit arose directly from my con- visited executives of some 40
cern with this issue.
companies with offices in Ohio in
I believe it to be the legitimate an effort to raise funds for the
concern and the legitimate obliOhio Foundation of Independent
gation of every student at KenyColleges.
on, and, indeed, every student
"It's not a pleasant job," Dr.
everywhere, to view the whole Lund said
prior to his trip, "But
question of fraternities and their
it's one that has to be done." He
viability in 1965 and 1975, as well
said the procedure usually inas remembering
what they were volves contacting each company
in 1925 and 1935.
executive who generally agrees to
CollAs a member of Kenyon
take
the request before his board
ege, I am concerned
with the of directors.
welfare of the institution and its
The OFIC was organized 12
members, and in a small college,
ago to enlist financial supyears
as opposed to a large university,
port from Ohio corporations for
the views, feelings, thoughts and
33 of the state's colleges which
ideas of the students shape in
not supported by taxes. Last
great measure the character of are
year
the group received $1,120,000
the institution.
Since the alleged
1,453 companies throughout
from
anachronistic nature of the fratstate.
the
a
ernity system has become both
SIXTY PER CENT of the take
national and a local issue, and
among the colsince the individual does help inf- is divided equally
40 per
remaining
the
with
leges
luence the official policy of the
enCollege, it is the duty of every cent distributed according to
year
last
Kenyon's
share
rollment.
student to consider the issue of
the future of fraternities at Ken- was $25,000.
Dr. Weaver and Dr. Lund,
yon.
reWhile I do believe that a strong chairman and
put
foundation,
of
the
spectively
precase could be prepared for
raising
sentation in court charging dis- - in a total of 14 days a year
said.
Lund
Dr.
funds,
1)
3,
col.
(Cont. on page

court fines for several Gambier
law offenders during summer
months, have led students to believe that a
college hamlet is diligently trying
to be difficult for no good reason.
At a regular Village Council
meeting Monday night at Town
Hall, an unpretentious,
little
frame building behind the bookstore, officials neatly squelched
this hearsay with factual statements on the motives behind the
hiring of the controversial law
once-unconcern-

ed

The

vice-chairm-

an

High Attrition Rate Brings
New Faculty Adviser Plan
attrition rate, the highest in recent Kenyon history,
caused concern and bewilderment in influential administrative

Last year's
has

in Ascension and Ransom Halls.
The facts are these: There were 474

offices

classes
classes.

last year.

students in the lower three
This year there are only 409 in the upper three
up additional

SIXTFFK
five senior class picked
FRFSHMEN.
foreign
sophomores and four juniors last members returning from
studies.
June were dropped from the Coll(Cont. on page 3, col. 4)
ege for poor scholarship.
!

While figures are not available
the number of transfers and
voluntary
from last
dropouts
on

year's

sophomore and junior

class-

es, the class of 1964 now has 116
members as compared with 119
last year; the class of 1965 has 130
members this year as compared
with 150

last year.
r
drop in this year's
class is partly attributable to
he 12 students spending the junior year abroad. But this year's
.

The big

jun-io-

WOULD IT WERE
IN THE BAG
If the College is wealthy
enough to own an expensive
motorized leaf mulcher, why
can't it spend a few dollars for
a bag to collect the mulch and

prevent the asphyxiating dust
storms the contraption creates?

1

New Marshal Balladeer To Woo Alumni
Hiring Stirs At Homecoming Concert
tonight
Controversy

Widespread rumors of a tough
long and Michael Burr is in response to the rumor that Burr was suing
fraternities, claiming discrimination. The Collegian prints the interv- new village marshal, whose exiew as a springboard for discussion. The opinions expressed by Mr. traordinary devotion to law enforcement
Bun are not necessarily those of the editors. The Editors
resulted in sizable
OPENING STATEMENT

No.

n
ACCORDING TO the six
and Mayor Leo Wolfe, a
Harry Shrimplin, retired laborer
who lives in nearby Jelloway, was
hired late last spring on the
recommendation
of the county
sheriff and state highway patrolmen who investigated local traffic
conditions, and on the insistence
of complaining townfolk.
That Shrimplin performed his
can be
duties conscientiously
validated by a check of Mount
Vernon court records, which show
a dozen or so names of motorists
he arrested for offenses such as
running stop signs, speeding, and
Most law
unlicensed operL'icn.
breakers were from out of town.
In addition, Shrimplin issued
numerous warnings.
Bound by Social Security laws
to a restricted income, the elderly
constable recently retired to part-tim- e
service. Until a full-tim- e
successor is named, he wilL howemerever, remain on
gency call.
coun-cilme-

24-ho-

ur

WOLFE, EMPLOYED by Coop
since 1950 and Gam- bier's mayor since 1953, says
officials are currently engaged in
interviewing
applicants, six in
number so far. The new deputy
will be on duty eight hours a day
and will be on "ready reserve" the
rest of the time.
er-Besse-

mer

Cont. on page 7, col.

1)

The 1963-6- 4 Kenyon College concert series will commence
at 8 o'clock in Rosse Hall with a presentation of folk music by
Karen Duke, a young American balladeer who accompanies herself
on the guitar.
This program, the second Homecoming Concert, is the first in a
series of nine concerts announced by Professor Paul Schwartz,
chairman of the music department. Schwartz enthusiastically terms'
this series "first rate fare."
MISS DUKE'S offering, "Songs
With Guitar," a selection of songs
from many lands, includes Old
English ballads and French, Spanf
ish and American folk songs. The
charming woman, who comes from
a musical family, is known for her
"vivid interpretations; sweet, clear
voice; and fine musicianship."
Besides singing folk music she
has played extensively in summer
f
stock and road companies of "Can
Can," "Silk Stockings," and "Mr.
Wonderful." She has also modeled
professionally.
Next Friday the department of
music presents pianist Robert
Goldsand in the first of five concerts it is sponsoring. His program
will include selections from Beethoven, Barber, Ravel, and Chopin. Schwartz calls Goldsand "one
of the outstanding pianists of our
age"; The New York Times describes him as a "remarkable
The Bloodmobile's annual visit pianist" who
"can supply a brand
to Kenyon, an important event for
of piano playing that is as excitKnox County and the State of ing as
it is individual."
Ohio, has been scheduled for
OTHER
CONCERTS in this
19.
November
Knox County has
Dec. 8, "A Service of
always had a difficult time in series are
meeting its quota of blood dona- Advent Music" in the Church of
tions, and the donations of Ken- the Holy Spirit with the Kenyon
yon's students have been an im- College Choir and the String Enportant and appreciated service semble; Feb. 29, a concert in Rosse
Hall by the Western College Choir
to the local people.
and the Kenyon Singers: March
IN CHARGE OF this year's
9, Walter
Carringer, a young
drive are Steve Brown and Bill American tenor; and on March 15
Brooks. Chairmen have been ap- the series will conclude with a
pointed for each division and service of Lenten music again
dorm, as well as for the inde- with The Kenyon College Choir
pendents.
and the String Ensemble.
If you are not contacted but yet
The three George Gund Conwish to donate blood, please con- certs, which are presented by the
tact the general chairmen, divi- Lectureships Committee, will feasion chairmen, or stop in the ture chamber music. The first
Registrar's office for the necessary concert, Nov. 7, will be a program
forms. The divisional results of of quartet music by the New
last year's drive, in order of Danist Quartet.
blood given, are as follows: ALO,
IT WILL BE followed Jan.
Delta Phi, Delt, Deke, Beta, Sigma 20 by a Czech group, The Valach
Pi, Archon, Psi U., AD, Independ- Quartet; April 13 the Alma Trio
ents, Phi Kap, and MKA.
will bring the season to its conclusion. Schwartz says these concerts will "cover the range of
quartet music."

'S

Ask Students To
Take Blood Drive

In Important Vein

PUBLICITY MAN ED WARDS IS
JUST WHAT DOCTOR ORDERED
by Robin Goldsmith
At least one of Gambier's new
faces is attached to a good head.
Peter Edwards, the newly ap
pointed News Bureau chief, is
just what Dr. Lund ordered.
Canadian-bor- n
was
Edwards
graduated from Washington University, St. Louis, where his father chaired the department of
Since his
romance languages.
college days, he has been involved
with presenting news to the public. As news editor for a St. Louis
radio station, he went to Europe
to cover Queen Elizabeth's coronation.
In 1955 the St. Louis Tubercu
losis Society hired Edwards as
director of public relations. After
rising high in that organization,
he left to join a public relations
counseling firm, whose accounts
were both large and varied
The crewcut newsman brought
son to
his wife and
Gambier on Labor Day.
Being of the opinion that news
is "perishable," he already has
releases to
sent
the hometown papers of each
7-yea-

r-old

four-paragra-

ph

freshman and football player. He
personally supervises the two
student sports reporters, thus ensuring reliable athletic coverage
such as Gambier has not had for
years.
Realizing that Kenyon's public
stretches farther than the borders
of Ohio, Edwards intends to use
the wire services more than
previous Bureau heads had ever
dared. He rates the services as
"our best ally," being "especially
good in sports." However, he has
not overlooked the value of the
local papers and has added some
to the Ohio mailing list for news
releases.
"The ultimate end of the News
Bureau is to use a rifle and not
a scatter shot." No target is too
big for him; he is willing at least
to try to spread Kenyon's name
wherever it can do any good.
Presently his major target is
organizing a basic working plan.
Part of his plan is to acquire the
use of a camera for the depart
ment. In addition, he welcomes
students desirous of working for
the News Bureau.

BRECHT EXHIBIT
DUE NEXT MONTH
IN LIBRARY HALL
For those interested in art,
German, and creative writing the
Robert Bowen Brown Gallery of
the Chalmers Library will be of
special interest during the coming
year.
Next month, the German department will present an exhibit
encompassing the life and works
A major portion of
of Brecht.
the showing will be photos, posters and playbills from 80 of
Brecht's productions.
The remainder of the exhibit
will include a section about his
life and friends, translations of
Brecht in a dozen foreign languages and many musical scores
written for his works. After the
exhibit leaves Kenyon, the German department plans to show it
at the Arena Stage in Washington.
Professor Edmund Hecht is in
charge of the exhibit.
(Cont. on page 6, col. 4)
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Hurwitz Finds Reveille

LY

John J. Camper, Thomas F. Black

Editor!
Associate Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Copy Editor
Business Manager
Cartoonist
Advisory Editor

D. David

Long

Alan R. Vogeler, Jr.
Richard J. Scheidenhelm
David L. Burch
John C. Nelson
Rick Freeman
P. Frederick Kluge

-

Much Ado About Fraternities
The interview with Mr. Michael Burr appearing in this
issue of the Kenyon Collegian is one of the most important
and curious documents we have ever printed. Full of argumentative weaknesses, deteriorating into seeming irrelevan-cie- s
and unnecessarily tedious in its execution, we look for it,
nonetheless, to have a historical and fruitful impact on this
college. Perhaps the handwriting has been put on the wall
for Kenyon's fraternities though perhaps not as neatly or as
still the issue
eloquently as some of us might have wished
has been raised, sloppily and unmistakably.
The publication of this article has forced the editors to
deep personal reflection and to gratifying consultation with
administrators and teachers here. Some of the questions you
will ask upon reading Burr's interview, the editors have
already asked themselves, and here are some of our answers.
Out of what perverse instinct did the editors determine
to mar a Homecoming weekend with a solid page of
display? Why the anatomy of drunks and screamers, allegations of prejudice, references to lawsuits, to notarized evidence? What is so original or so worthwhile that one
student should be conceeded inches of valuable type to present his opinion of fraternities?
an untrue rumor
It began with a rumor
that Mike
Burr, an unaffiliated sophomore, was out to sue the fraternities. An enormously
fraternity system situated
college community snapped
in an enormously
up the rumor, and it spread like wildfire. In an odd way,
the sensational rumor of a lawsuit had crystallized long
standing doubts about the fraternity system. Thus, Burr's
opinions became more important than they otherwise would
have been. The questions he was asking
courageously and
were not his alone
awkwardly
they were questions in
the minds of the people responsible for determining whether
the new upperclass dormitory would be offered to the fra
ternity system, or would be planned instead for independent
students, honors students, or seniors. Burr's questions also
were those of thoughtful teachers and administrators who had
long debated the moral and legal foundations of the fraternity
system, as well as doubted its academic effect.
It was in this context that the editors began investigation
of the rumor. And the transcript of a
interview
with Mike Burr, conducted in the presence of witnesses, and
cooperation with him is
edited in close and
the result of our editorial investigations.
As it develops, there is no lawsuit in the offing. Burr's
honest concern for the College precluded that possibility. But
the attitudes and information that had almost by accident
attracted such vast attention, could, the editors felt, lead to
important discussion of this college's future, at a time when
of fraternities
such discussion
was much needed and
long overdue.
The editors are not alone in sharing Burr's primary conviction that the time has come to examine fraternities at
Kenyon. They consulted with administrators and with faculty
members of the Publications Board. Reactions varied, but
most seemed to share Burr's important conviction
that the
time has come to examine fraternities.
It is appropriate that this first, quite tentative, beginning
of a productive dialogue should occur on a Homecoming
weekend, when all the citizens of the college community are
brought together and, thus, may be invited to join the debate.
The editors of the Collegian are proud to present Burr's
article, and are grateful to him for the beginning he has made.
Any editor would wish that Burr's could have been a
. any editor would see arguments unused,
neater job
and
potential friends lost, by the clumsiness of Barr's performance.
One screams for a
to assault this interview, but the
controversial nature of the material, its verbal presentation,
and Mr. Burr's quite logical desire to protect himself from
prevent this. One looks forward to future
issues of the Collegian with the hope that we will be reading
neater, shorter jobs than this, and that a
and writing
stiletto may eventually be substituted for Mr.
Burr's butter knife.
Still, a beginning has been made, and it is for all of us to
see that Burr's curious, clumsy and somewhat gutsy statements be not forgotten.
anti-fraterni- ty

self-conscio- us

self-conscio- us

tape-record-

time-consumi-

.

.

red-penc-

mis-representati-

on,

well-point- ed

il

ng

ed
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Kenyon Collegian
A

OCTOBER

COLLEGIAN

'Uniquely Nauseating'
the Editor:
While unpacking the books that
I left in Gambier over the summer, I came across the '63 Reveille
that I was
and remembered
ashamed to bring it home. Being
in a somewhat lethargic mood, I
again read through the passages
of profound wisdom that lie within this inspiring book.
The school yearbook a publication that should be, by its very
nature, outside the realm of
politics, ideologies, and, in fact,
controversial opinions of any kind
was preverted by its noble,
g
courageous, patriotic, and
editor to serve as a platform for a social and political
philosophy, which, by necessity,
requires itself to be described by
flowery, sentimental, and chauvinistic language, in order to conceal the narrow and selfish and
bigoted minds of its supporters.
Aside from the uniquely nauseating nature of its messages, the
'63 Reveille serves to illustrate the
tendency of the warped fanatic to
subvert all organs and media, in
which he has somehow managed
to attain a position of responsibility and authority, to his own
personal beliefs, without any regard to the intended purpose of
the particular organ.
But let the zealous past editor
of the Reveille fervently continue
in his righteous mission. After
all, this is a free country, even
though this freedom should be
To

God-lovin-

trans"consistent with time-teste- d
cendent values, the lofty traditions of the past, and the peculiar
of the present."
circumstances
May his sincere struggle to preserve (or bring back) the best of
all possible worlds yield him the
satisfaction that he craves.
But please, not with my money
and not in the school year book.
In years hence, when I am worn
and gray, I would like to be able
to sit back on my rocking chair
in Palm Beach and reminiscently
thumb through the pages of my
withold college year books
out immediately feeling my blood
pressure rise, coupled with an uncomfortable compulsion to vomit.
Kindly allow an old man his
pleasures.
Burt Hurwitz '65

....

Try Independent Life,
To the Editors:

Considering that independents,
by nature, do not conduct a rush
in order that freshmen may learn
the general nature of their sentiments, I care that they should
know at least one, that of myself,
once a pledge. In the face of
many hostile and innaccurate
I
opinions about independents,
wish to clarify the feelings and
thoughts that have kept me and
a few friends from seeking affiliations with a fraternity. From time
to time. I personally know, these
generally obscured opinions have
put many weaker souls on the

Last spring we were among the first to hail the advent of the
Campus Senate. It looked good on paper, we remarked, but of
course its real worth would largely depend on the quality of its
members.
For the first time it appeared that the College would have a
single, compact body in which students, administrators and faculty
could readily discuss matters of mutual concern.
Little did we envisage then that the actual "meeting of minds"
would be reached in privacy. . . . Such was the Senate's decision
at its first meeting last week. Denham Sutcliffe, Senate Chairman,
proposed the indiscriminative closing of conferences, which in turn
was ratified by the members.
Why the great need for secrecy? Reporters and kibitzers, we are
told, "obstruct the free flow of ideas." Curiously, however, Senate
proceedings will not remain unknown to the public forever. Detailed minutes are promised to be regularly published.
It is disconcerting to learn of the Senate's silly sensitivity to
direct public confrontation, and it is downright laughable to hear
its roundabout way of communicating with the world outside.
No reporters are allowed inside its privy chambers, mind you,
but members are free to discuss publicly Senate business. Secrecy
may engender a desirable transmission of ideas, but the vicarious
method of reporting to which we must resort could be inaccurate
and consequently harmful to the fledgling body. With this word of
caution, we wish the Campus Senate good fortune in all its

Missing Persons Report
Last year's freshman attrition rate of 23 per cent, nearly double
of the Ivy League colleges we try so valiantly to emulate, leads
one to suspect Director of Admissions Tracy Scudder's traditional
statement that the class was "the best ever."
Some of the freshmen's reasons for transferring can only be
remedied over a period of time. At least one left because of the
admittedly unnatural social life here. Others went to schools with
better facilities for scientific study. These are valid objections, but
an adjacent woman's school and improved science teaching are
probably in the very distant future.
We are told that each member of the
class was capable
of doing college-leve- l
work, but Scudder also admitted last year
that the class was a group of "underachievers."
The immediate responsibility seems thus to rest with the Admissions Committee and
with faculty who have failed to inspire the freshmen to do passing
work.
Admissions procedures could be improved by placing more
emphasis on interviews and on recommendations from high school
advisers. The problem of incapable faculty should be dealt with
in an extensive survey of student opinion on their courses. The
y
has failed to make use of such a survey, perhaps out of a
fear of hurting sensitive feelings.
y
If the
continues to neglect this kind of poll, the
Collegian inteds to conduct its own which will single out faculty
members for particular praise or blame. Names should be named,
and appropriate dismissals should be made.

that

ill-fat-

Self-Stud-

ed

or deacti.

Independents normally contend
that their unaffiliated way of life
is superior to the form sustained
by the fraternity system. With
this belief is the acceptance that
the virtues of manhood, i.e. in.
dividuality, courage and intellec-tua- l
strength, are not suitably
learned in superflous community
groups Yet, while denying ourselves this sort of activity, we
recognize the need for organized
social entertainment and the need
for adequate representation for
the general nature of independents' ideas and suggestions on the
Student Council, for which the
Collegian appealed in the final
issue last year
These principles are implicit in
1) that people
my viewpoint:
should act freely without any extraneous permanent affiliation beneath the necessary laws of a
community and 2)
that these people, at a suitable
time, bind together momentarily
for a diversionary social function
and to represent and protect personal liberties.
I cannot understand why men should be coaxed
with 7
beer or hearty handshakes to conform unnecessarily.
Kenyon students are generally so
immature that most need Greek
letter conformity and anonymity
to gain strength (loneliness and
insecurity disguised by mass
feeling). Classes of the past have
proven that they are. Further,
what is the idea of a university?
It is not a system merely to create
scholars, but also to implant the
previously suggested qualities of
individualism in its pupils. Last
week, while some friends were
discussing the costly enterprise to
put a man on the moon, I heard
a comment suitable to the idea of
this discourse. An independent
law-abidi-

BowersTells Freshmen

Afraid of Communication?

Self-Stud-

verge of depledging
vating.

ng

acquaintance thoughtfully and
wittily mused, "They should use
a little of that money to put a
man on earth first!" How appropriately that remark parallels
with President Lund's address at
the college's opening ceremonies.
Yet, even if most of the existing
military budget were directed to
education, how unsatisfactory it
would be to dump that money on
structures not designed to use it
for their greatest benefit. The
structures I speak of allows students vainly to waste valuable
time fulfilling the inane and trivial duties of unnecessary organizations, such as the fraternities.
As silly as this may now sound.
I implore the new men on campus
actively to seek and to feel the
Spirit of Independence.
Tom Bowers '66
For those skeptics who don't
believe that this year's Freshman Class is "the best ever" to
enter the college, here are a
few facts from Assistant Dof Admissions
irector
John
Knepper.
Of

the

men

25

212

entering

fresh-

were in the upper
of their graduating
185

class.
34 of these

students

took

Advance Placement work
in 67 subjects.
45 Kenyon scholarships
were granted.
There were four National
Merit scholars.
The mean C. E. E. B.
scores were 634 in math
and 613 in the verbal section of the test.
For what it is worth, there
were 12 valdictorians.
76
of this year's class
graduated from publis
gradschools and 24
uated from private schools
There are 31 states and 2
foreign countries

OCTOBER

11,
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ties in the social and housing pro- CHAPLAIN OPENS SERIES
cedures at Kenyon presently.
Q. Back in your opening statement, you mentioned housing
(Cont. from page 1)
for students who are in
crimination and requesting a ternity at Kenyon College has dependents. Would you give some
inequi
court order altering the procedure discriminated against individuals idea how these
the because of racial or religious back ties mayi be- improved?
or pledging, or abolishing
i
nie xvenyun niibudii rcuuw- - ON FEBRUARY 23 Professor
fraternities (as has been done re- ground, and solely on these A. As an independent, this year ship armouriCes its program for Raymond English, Chairman of
cently in the Ohio courts with grounds, and not because of a I am very fortunate in having a the conege year. In keeping with the Department of Political Sciregards to high school fraternit- dislike for characteristics of the very good room in a very good past policy, the Fellowship will ence, and Professor Franklin Mill
section of the campus; next year nrP;pnt a series of lectures on er, Chairman of the Department
ies), and while I recognize that person as an individual.
subjects of intellectual of Physics, will discuss "Nuclear
such a court case would have Q. And such evidence does exist I am. not so sure. It seems to me, various
and now?
my alternatives for next year are interest. The lectures will by no Power and Personal Responsibil
great national importance
on a means be about specifically "re- - ity." On March 1 Dean John
that 1 wil1 take "pot luc
significance, I believe that such a A. Yes, it does.
Bennett of the Union Theological
room that some fraternity member ijgious" (as that word is
cnit would have an unwarranted,
. .
do you feel fraternities
some fraternity ,
This is Seminary will lecture on the same
Horstnndl
t
tnnirs.
and unfair, deleterious effect on
should be set up, particularly your cannot fill or that I go
ihp College's public image, and in
done ;n the belief that, in the subject.
views on the composition of fra Both are undesirable. I send to the WOrds of St. John, "to know the
The lectures wiU conclude with
deed would reflect unfairly on the
themselves?
ternities
stua
ot
a
series entitled "Some Alterna
of
list
themselves.
free."
Dean
Students
to
made
is
be
truth
fraternities
A. Well, I believe that students
I would like to room with,
are held in the first tives to Christian Faith" given by
dent
lectures
A1
I therefore have not considered, at Kenyon College have unusual maybe, and a place I would like to
floor lounge of Peirce HaU at 7:15 Mr. Leslie Paul on April 11, iy,
nnr do I intend to consider, pre opportunities in that they are in live, maybe.
As- an independent, r.m. on n
tunaav.. .n.11 ineniucis and 26. Mr. Paul is a noted Eng
paring a brief for presentation in a small school composed of mem they are only "maybes , and 1 of the community are welcome lish author on theology, philoso-DhI am not suing anybody bers of different erouDS of neoole. might wind up in a hole in a except to the first two lectures
a court.
and science. He has also
Rich people, poor people, white basement that nobody wants, or I "Sex and the Single Student," broadcast for B.B.C. and origin
for anything.
yellow might wind up in a great room, which are restricted to Kenyon ated the term "Angry Young
people,
people,
black
I am concerned with the present
are Jewish, but I don't know.
people
who
people;
Man" in his autobiography of 1951.
students and faculty.
ineauities in the social life of people who are Catholics, or
In addition to the lectures, the
Oc
on
lectures
two
of
first
cases
These
TVioro
several
o
rre
students at Kenyon arising from Protestants, people who adhere
is sponsoring an inFeUowship
be
3,
will
7
November
and
not
in
tober
who are
independents
of
the presence and prominence
to other religions. All of these Mvn urVin dn have sinale rooms. given by the Chaplain, the Rev. formal seminar on "questions of
fraternities. I am concerned with are factors that contribute great- . .
Christian life and faith." All inown Richard E. Hettlinger.
of harmful effects
the instance
terested students are welcome at
ly to the education of students
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FOUR

'CLEOPATRA' WINS
THE BOOBY PRIZE
by John Cocks
Minute for minute and dollar for dollar, Cleopatra is the worst
movie ever made.
No other film can make this statement. It is longer by half than
its nearest major competitors (to wit, The Ten Commandments
arid West Side Story) and twice as expensive: there have certainly
been movies with less to recommend them, but none I have seen
approaches Cleopatra's particularly noxious combination of opulent
vulgarity and Beverley Hills Deepthink.
To be a cinematic failure on a
budget of $500,000 is certainly tellectual appeal of one of those
painful but not really injurious, baroque nudie layouts in Playboy;
Cleopatra is to the
but to fail so miserably with a nudie indeed,
Playboy is to
flicks
what
budget twice as large as any film
ever made, to so cavalierly the girlie mags: a lot of skin
squander money that might con- rather awkwardly concealed be
g
ceivably have been put to far hind a string's worth of culture.
Joseph L. Mankiewicz's often
better use ($40 million could sub- desperately
repeated comment,
stantially subsidize Fellini, Truffaut, Goddard and Kurosawa for amidst all the scandal and delay,
the rest of their lives) is quite that he was using "the intellectual
approach" rather nicely parallels
something else.
If there hadn't been so much Hugh M. Hefner's frantic, seemhanging on the success of the film ingly endless attempts at
in "The Playboy Phil(or so little, depending on how
osophy."
Hollyyou feel about the future of
AS HEFNER uses female epiwood), Cleopatra might have been
amusing in a decadent sort of way, dermis to sell his magazine, so
but there really isn't much very Mankiewicz uses it to awaken
pleasant about watching Holly- those who may not have been
wood combine the epitome of enchanted by the other intellecbloated production values with a tual nuances of his film: whensingular lack of artistry and in- ever Cleopatra gets a bit too
"intellectual," we can count on
telligence.
To make matters worse, quite seeing a corps of trippers and
Bosley Crowther, belly dancers doing a few bumps
a few people
the New York Times' champion and grinds to clear the air and
of the pretentious and the medio- reproduce a bit of alleged old
are actually Egyptian culture.
cre, among them
Mankiewicz, whose other scin
seriously.
There
film
taking the
are even those who claim that tillating intellectual efforts inthey "sort of got a kick out of" clude House of Strangers, The
Cleopatra or thought it "remark- Quiet American, Dragonwyck and
able intelligent for that kind of Guys and Dolls, has never been
movie," implying, of course, (de- much more than a competent
as
An adapter-write- r
spite Polemkin. Birth of a Nation director.
to
tended
he
well,
Arabia),
of
that
Lawrence
and
spectaculars cannot be produced let the word take precedence over
the image: his camera is static,
as intelligent.
unThe particular spectacular
der discussion here has all the in
For Economy & Convenience
-

COLLEGIAN

his editing pedestrian, the entire
film seeming at times merely a
vehicle for his outrageously pre
tentious scripts.
Cleopatra, in Mankiewicz's selfe- styled cerebral adaptation,
merges as a libidinous propagand
izer for peace whose dominant
motive in marrying Caesar and
Anthony is apparently a desire
for peace in her time.
IN BETWEEN being bathed
and massaged by her handmaidens and batting her weightly
made-u- p
eyes at the Romans,
barges
Cleopatra
Mankiewicz's
around her Alexandrian palace
talking about such ancient Egyptian concepts as "one world,"
which, I suppose, is intended to
be an ironic and terribly pithy
comment on the current world
Shapespeare's symbol
situation.
of erotic love and Shaw's personification of kittenish cupidity is
thus reduced to the level of a

HEINTZ ADDS TWO BOOKMEN,
HOPES FOR THIEVERY HALT

-

mealey-mouthe-

d

ban-the-bomb-

er.

by Leigh Allan

of Wisconsin.

He has worked

for

Sitting behind his desk, Edward the Detroit public libraries,
University, Washington
J. Heintz leans back, lights up a
and Denison University
cigarette, and ponders the prob
lems of a gentleman of power. where he served for three years
Col-gatCol-leg-

In his line of work each day
brings a new thrill. (One day it's
a thief whom he must seek out,
the next a debtor who refuses to
pay, or a misplaced object in his
stack of goods which must be re
placed, or perhaps a door to secret
documents which he must open.)
is he a de
What is this man
tective, a businessman, the owner
of a credit agency, a secret agent?
No. He is the head librarian of
Kenyon College.
Across from Heintz's desk is a
door to the Big Room, the room
containing Kenyon's rare book
Contrary to popular
collection.
opinion, those books are not solely
for his private use. Any student
interested in seeing these books
will be shown the more fascinating volumes, including the Nuren-bur- g
Chronicles, donated by the
class of 1955, and other volumes
dating back to 1477, by Heintz if
he is free at the time. Also, anyone who needs the books for
academic references can work out
arrangements to do so.
LIBRARY PERSONNEL kindly

has-generall-

AL'S

on

y

e,

as the head of technical services.
His title at Kenyon will be head
cataloger, and he is in charge of
the records of the 130,000 volumes
including the 1,000 new volumes
which have to be properly in.
dexed. His other interests include
railroads and his wife and two
daughters.
Forbis received his bachelor's
degree from Appalachian State
Teacher's College, N.C., and his
M.S. from Columbia University.
He has worked at Wingate Junior
College; Arlington, Va., public
and school libraries; the Columbia
Law School library, and recently
helped to establish the library at
St. Andrew's Presbyterian College
in North Carolina.
He will serve Kenyon in the
capacity of reader services librarian. His duties are not yet definite, but he will be overseeing
the use of reference and documentary materials, which include
the handling of the boxes of U. S.
government material which arrive
everyday.
He also will be working with
honors students and will give an
occasional seminar lecture on
bibliographies and their use. He,
too, holds a key to a room unknown to most students except
from the outside
the microfilm
room. Anyone wishinff to use
the microfilm materials (New
York Times, technical journals)
should see him.
When asked if they had any
advice for library users, both
Forbis and Kidder imaginatively
replied, "Come see me if you need
any help." When you're in the
library, whether or not you need
help, try to see the Kenyoniana
Exhibit, which will be removed
Sunday and will not be redisplayed for four years.

Adding insult to injury, there
are also a number of embarassing
soliloquies and "dramatic" scenes
(Caesar in the Senate, Mark Anthony in Cleopatra's palace after
the battle of Actium, Cleopatra's
death scene), all of which, written in typically overblown Hollywood prosaisms, manage to fail
completely.
INDEED, even the best line in
the whole film (Anthony, dying,
to Cleopatra: "A kiss, to take my
breath away") sounds like some request that students do not rething that might better have been move any rare books in order to
used in Casablanca, and it's all sell them for their personal profit.
more or less like that. The much The permanent removal of valtouted scene of Cleopatra's entry uable volumes by unathorized
into Rome looks like a larger personnel, i.e thieves, has proved
version of the hotel lobby scene costly to the College in two of
in Hellzapoppin; the love scenes the past 12 years, particularly
are much too hysterical to be last year. There will be no door
moving; Anthony is portrayed as check, however, for the expenses
an insufferable boor, so all the of maintaining a check would be
meaning and feeling of his rela- far greater than the value of
tionship with Cleopatra are lost. stolen books, according to Heintz.
The performance of Miss ElizaIn the deep attempt to provide
beth Taylor is perhaps the best the Kenyon man with adequate
exhibition of obvious lack of library service, two more men
CAMPUS CLEANERS
major talent since Marilyn Mon- have been added to the staff, C.
roe's performance in The Misfits. Peter Kidder and Yates Forbis.
Tired of Wine, Woman, Song?
Offers you the opportunity
Miss Taylor is a talented actress Kidder holds a B.A. and M.A. in
to buy an Economy Book for (within
TRY
certain reservations) but library science from the University
$9.00, which entitles you to as the Queen of Egypt she looks
Baldwin
dry
of
cleaning
Brecht
$11.00 worth
been laid outside Peirce. "You
and sounds like a Bronx stenog- BUSINESS MANAGER SEES
and laundry.
Fleming
couldn't walk on the old flarapher out on a heavy date. She
Fall Issue Kenyon Review
Shirts 5 for $1.00 (finished)
gstone," complained Lord, adding
constantly looks, despite her ex- BUILDING COMPLETION
Art Prints
that concrete rather than new
Trousers low as 35c (finished)
pensive and extensive wardrobe,
Sunday N. Y. Times
"I am hopeful that we'll have it flagstone was used "as an economy
very
bewildered
INN
even
a
VILLAGE
OF
and
BASEMENT
little
(available 10 a.m. Mon.)
dishelved, and her voice is high sometime around that date Nov measure."
Open 10-- 5 Daily
Book Bags
The rooms in Gund Hall are
and without range, so in every 1, at least on the 15th," Sam
Record Holders
scene and every situation she Lord, Kenyon business manager. "bigger than average for FHA
Umbrellas
confided concerning the Peirce financed rooms," the crew-cu- t
sounds sadly alike.
Roblee
Sationery
MISS TAYLOR can mope and Hall addition. He regretfully in gentleman boasted. The dorm will
Edgerton
pout with the best of them, but toned, "I'm not as optimistic," be quieter than Lewis and Norton
Kenyon
Nunn-Bus- h
when she is called upon for any- when queried on Gund Hall. He because of its construction which
thing more, as in her death scene said he hoped to have it com features soundproof ceilings and
College Bookstore
P. F.'s including
a central core. Light walls and
or the scene in which she learns pleted sometime in November.
JACK PURCELL MODEL
floors make the rooms bright, and
Anthony's
of
of
marriage,
THE
EXISTING
section
the
results
SHOE CARE NEEDS
desks and wardrobes afare merely embarrassing.
Peirce Hall has undergone some built-i- n
Richard Burton, try as he does, renovation according to Lord. The ford more living space.
THE DORM lounge, servicing
cannot work his way above his ivy was removed as part of a
BARBER SHOP
material, and manages for the plan "to bring the whole facility all the freshmen may feature a
most part to get by in a sulk or a up to date." Cracked and missing color TV. "I'm inclined to buy
WALK IN OR BY
APPOINTMENT
Main Sireet, Mount Vernon, O.
drunken stupor.
mortar was replaced between the a color TV because its better,"
Your Satisfaction Assured
Rex Harrison looks very a stones of the building, and new said Lord. "We're looking to the
mused by the whole thing and al- copper downspouts are being in future," he reasoned and added
most manages to make his scenes stalled.
that the additional $100 cost is
worthwhile. The rest of the sup
The second-floo- r
Council room "negligible" compared to the enporting cast includes familiar has been redecorated.
Lord as tire cost of the structure.
Gifts totaling $235,000 plus a
faces from television who should sured that the ivy is being re
have stayed there.
planted:
"It will grow back, $215,000 loan from the FHA
financed the building.
IF YOU'RE planning to see someday."
Questioned about the new PBX
Cleopatra just as a conversation
The new section of Peirce will
piece, you might better instead house an auxiliary dining hall, intercom system, Lord claimed
invest in a house-broke- n
platypus. and a
e
utility room that it "would improve communi
Now Under New Management
It's probably tidier, and much beneath. This room, finished in cations" within the College. The
more intellectual.
Ana it you Tudor decor, will have movable phone bill will be lower, but the
Tobacco
ain't lived until you've seen Dick partitions, so that the room may college has to hire a full time opPipes
love Liz, you should have stood be used full size for lectures or erator. "We're still working out
in bed.
banquets, or may be divided for the bugs," explained Lord, and he
promised that we "won't be cut
small groups.
off after three minutes talking
The TV will be moved out of
of the President.
old
lounge
the
into
new
and
the
THE PEOPLES BANK
THE REPLACEMENT for the
adjacent room. The area between
d
GAMBIER, OHIO
basketball court is
the two sections will be terraced,
Drainage
completion.
nearing
promised
Lord,
with "a garden
Cheques are serviced at a cost of two cents per cheque, and in this connection
ditches
on
229
Route
been
have
type of court, of white limestone."
the depositor purchases a book of 25 cheques at a cost of fifty cents.
dug to prevent recurrence of the
Some $75,000 was spent on
freak flooding which warped the
Peirce Hall improvements.
There are no other service charges on checking accounts except the monthly
The court to
ruin last spring.
money,
borrowed
from
FHA,
the
maintenance charge, which is fifty cents per month, and which applies only to
The
court
now runs lengthwise
is repayable over 40 years.
In10
accounts where the balance falls below $50.00.
creased board fees will provide with the field house, leaving a
feet of room on each end. "It's
required
the
revenue.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
safety precaution," explained Skip
A NEW CONCRETE walk has Falkenstine, athletic director.
self-vindicati-

e

MAGER'S

Quality Footwear

Students Welcome
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multi-purpos-

rain-ruine-
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file suit against Alpha Alpha
higher average than the over-a- ll
fraternity average. These situa Alpha fraternity, charging that he
tions, and the views of educators, was not admitted to AAA because
Dl'Olcssors. sociologists, and nsv he is a Jewish Negro, and the
choloeists suggest that fratprni court upheld him and issued an
HINDU PROVERB
ties are detrimental because of order to admit him, the legal re(Cont. from page 3)
percussions
social
enormous.
this
could
be
nature
because
and
.'v.
,A
they are inherently biased.
However, under our present legal
set up, the case would only apply
"Joe, I think you would be a great Q. If we implement Total Oo- - to
become
portunity,
what
about the insen a Joe Cohen, but would
fraternity man," or "Joe, you're
other
which
precedent
under
People that
Don't pledge," so that he sitive 'screamers"?
not.
Joe Cohens could sue other frawould
never
depledge
any
under
before him
has some guidance
and this precedent would
These people ternities,
would help. Also, I think that circumstances?
be recognized by other courts.
would
an
be
obvious
detriment
they should delay pledging until
Q. Would the
national
both to the conaenialtv of the
the freshman's character is known
remove what
fraternities
Jewish
ell, so that the few unfortunate fraternity and to the effectiveness ever bars may now exist prohibitiistances of a student being of the program in the fraternity ing
members?
lalled, after being pledged a few itself.
A. The Jewish fraternities have
A. Yes, there is this danger no bars. Pi Lambda Phi was one
nonths, would be eliminated.
I think further that the building However, there are members of of the first fraternities in America
of an independent dormitory, or the fraternities now who may be to pledge a Negro. It is a Jewish
Over fraternity. ZBT has
a senior dormitory, which might classed in this category.
be even better, would effectively in Leonard Hall I know of two members. The same is true of
One goes out TEP, 'Sammy', and the other
decrease, to quote my opening such individuals.
statement, "prominence of frater- and screams in the streets in the 'Jewish' nationals.
middle of the night: another Q. Whv do you think a fraternity
nities" on campus.
drinks and drinks, and becomes should be undiscerning in the
prominence
If the fraternities'
rambunctious, obnoxious, and od selection of its members. Do you
were decreased, the opportunity
ious. In Old Kenyon, there is an think they have a right to select
and
increased,
the
were
joining
of
other,
who. when he becomes their own members?
number of balls necessary to
drunk, becomes violently danger A. I don't think they should be
all
increased,
these
were
bounce
dangerous to the persons
ous
factors would help modernize the of those around him. He has beat undiscerning, I just think their
method of selecting is antiquated.
.fraternities. I also think that they
up people. These people can cer Secondly, they certainly have the
tehould all become "locals," be
cause it is my opinion that the tainly be classed as "insensitive right to select their members but
screamers." But they are in fra should not have the right to
big national fraternities are an
ternities. The fraternities haven't damage irreparably the emotional
Tracy: "Take heart, son, it's a safety blade.'
hchronistic.
apart because of their make-u- p of an individual in exer
fallen
Op
Total
you
think
do
Q. Why
membership; so, if you have one cising their right of selectivity.
portunity would work here?
more screamer in Hanna Hall, Q.
Many people remember the Debate Club To Mull REVEILLE PLANS
A. Because, firstly, we do make
is the difference?
what
present
case at
fnmous discrimination
an approach to it in the
Aid COLLEGE HISTORY
If a person somewhere doesn't Kenyon a few years ago. Do you
having Total Oppor
system
inflicted
permanent
damage
have
is
Club
Kenyon
Debate
The
ex
you
have
tunity would merely be an
think a suit such as
Bound into their Reveilles this
on his personality because he did postulated would enable local concerned this year with the
tension.
a fraternity, if this
get
year,
into
members of the College will
not
greater
control
chapters to have
Secondly, the fraternities here
question, "Resolved: That the fed
can be avoided for just one in in the selection of their members,
96 pages of Kenyon's history.
find
g
to
foward-thinkinenough
lm
are
dividual, it is worth it. I think and, for this reason, would you eral government should supply Working from material in the
Dlement it without too great an
the opportunity for every qualithat the dangers have to be bal
alteration of their present char anced one to the other, and sav expect to have the active support fied high school graduate to re- archives of the library, senior
filing
such
in
chapters
of local
acter.
John Hattendorf is compiling a
ceive higher education."
ing one person is more important a suit?
Q. Where, if anyplace, has Total
ala
tra
screamer
having
in
a
than
Headed by president Stuart pictorial history of Kenyon,
A. If an injured party at some
ODDortunity been used?
a limited period of
manuscripts
for
ternity
Proold
entirely
in
by
again
most
date sued for redress of Campbell, advised
A. I know of the Williams Colltime, because when you save a future
Paul B. Trescott, and con- and photographs, to be printed
ege instance, which, of course, person you are saving him for his his grievances, I would certainly fessor
sisting of 18 freshmen and 10 as half of this year's publication.
mem
"thinking"
those
hope
that
it
saying
that
may be refuted by
lifetime; when you live down the
would wel returning upperclassmen, the club This history will also be printed
led to all sorts of troubles, and hall from a screamer it doesn't bers of local chapters
goes back will both propose and oppose this and bound separately, and will be
This
a
suit.
such
come
abolish
to
voted
the Trustees have
really hurt you, and it's only for to whether fraternities have a resolution in numerous tourna available to friends and alumni
the fraternities altogether. Total a few years.
In ments. First will be the novice at $3.50.
Opportunity was tried at Williams Q. How can you feel that there right to select their members.
tournaments in November. The
national
of
because
cases,
certain
College because there was definite
How "clauses" the local is not allowed schedule runs through April. Last
affiliation?
by
salvation
is
evidence, over a period of years,
CINAMMON ROLLS
you say that affiliation is the to exercise this right.
A suit year the debaters attended tour
The fraternit- can
of discrimination.
Wes-leyaOhio
U.,
Miami
naments
at
oancect?
PINEAPPLE TART
propose
would
I
one
to
the
insimilar
ies became the over-ridin- g
Denison, Ball State TeachA. It is not. Being a member enable fraternities to exercise
GLAZED DONUTS
and
campus,
fluence on the college
of a fraternity per se is definitely their right of selection more fully. ers' College, and New York UniAPPLE FILLED
if you were not in a fraternity,
going to save anybody, or it Q.
versity, arguing against schools of
Who would be listed as de
I am famil not
vou were "nothing."
JELLY FILLED
or
migni
two,
caliber.
or
it
may save one
this size and
in such a suit?
iar with these conditions because
CAKE ICED
to one or two. In fenders
detrimental
be
by
The young club, dominated
for
A. If a suit were implemented,
I resided in Williamstown
However,
out.
balances
CAKE STICK
time, it
College, officers of the College, snnhomores. should field a good
three vears. and the conditions
of joining a the
inopportunity
the
is
SUGAR
club
CAKE
Currently the
which led to Total Opportunity fraternity is definitely detrimen local chanters of fraternities, na team.
and
library
research
officers
of
the
its
bolstering
fraternities,
tional
also led to the decision to abolish
we can at least remove
THE DONUT HOLE
Oppor- tal and
local chapters, and officers of the is holding tryouts. The varsity
the fraternities. Total
detriment.
possible
No
this
de- - team will be announced
by
as
p
listed
stop-gaON THE SQUARE
would
be
nationals
tunity was a sort of
Q. You also said in your open defendents.
vember 1.
measure, and, perhaps, it didn't
ina statement, "I am not suing Q. There have been rumors of
work.
anybody for anything." Is this new local and national fraternities
FOR SALE: 1959 BEL AIR CHEVMovie Photographer:
There is also Total Opportunity
attitude, ana u so, forming here. What currently HELP WANTED:
current
a
ROLET, excellent condition:
just
assignon
events
To film campus
at Amherst, where a student and wVint
make
or will
would
heater, full power, grey
Pay,
radio,
CBS-TColumbus.
the
credence is
ment from
alumni referendum after the bee you take legal action to end the lends these reports
16
Own
processing.
and white, new tires, big engine.
possibility of having a place to plus film and helpful. Apply: Pubond World War showed the over
mm equipment
or stop by George
3
discrimination that you now leei house them: the new upper-clas- s
Call
u7tioirr.ir.CT
attitude to be anti exists?
lic Relations Office, basement Ransom
Shop.
Watch
Barnes
What are your feel
dormitory.
Hall, PBX 231.
"discriminatory clauses." The fra A
is a cur
this
certainly
Well,
in
new
fraternities
ings about
ternities were given eight or ten
attitude; however I doubt
vears to "make their peace" with rent T ,7nnld ever sue. I would general.
i,r
v
A. I don't approve. However, if
the nationals. Now, about half of Hid J.
LOSS OF INNOCENCE
THIS SUNDAY
fnr suspension or expul they do come in, we should insist
linhlP
become
the
fraternities have
im
did
I
if
College
frnm the
50e
nn Total ODDortunity because new
"locals." and there is Total Oppor crr
8:30
this suit, because I signed fraternities would only exaggerate
plement
wants
who
man
tunity.
Every
Rosse Hall
uaui wmu. present inequalities.
to joins a fraternity. At Amherst, the Matriculation
undertake
not
will
I
that
catAc
of
point
a
been
always
Total Opportunity did work.
Q.
has
It
any action which would be detri
pride to College friends and well- Q. What cue the evils of fraterLAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD
to Kenyon college oi
mental
NEXT WEEK
wishers that no racial or religious
nities here at Kenyon?
.
odeveloped. Do
Rosse at 8:30
A. Well, they do tend to remove r'Mwuw
woppccarv.j
a
AS T1 fraternities have
a
Thursday
Vll I. 1M1
support
lends
this
that
think
you
heterogen
the student from the
;n mv statement, what is nec
4.8 bits
Sunday
a feeling that little or no dis
eous school situation and place
;
oor
that the fraternities to
you
do
or
crimination exists,
him in a somewhat homogeneous
themselves, in cooperation with
to a
grouping.
Of course, since the the administration and tne inue-M- fcinlr it lends credulity
does
discrimiation
that
charge
the
fraternities are in divisions, this
move to remove
since
exist?
is not terribly important
CAMPUS LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
anachronistic characteristics, the
LICKING
a
for
small
too
is
you can have friends anywhere
place
The
A.
um
practices,
discriminatory
THAN DRY CLEANING
you please
but you do not have themselves. Fraternities are good T0,.,in nr Negro fraternity, and
SAN1TONE CLEANING IS MORE
for
thing
"all
the opportunity of living with
parts. it would be a horrible
i
if , - take the good
..
Located Next to Jim's Barbershop
the guys."
college. The fraternities here are
In addition, the social UC1,
gooa
mc,
not
are
Fraternities
tne
ira
discriminatory
than
nature of the fraternities, detracts .....
tv,e V,nH narts. I think, it ioc
Operated by Jim Mauro and John Jenkins
is a
this
and
elsewhere,
from the intellectual function-abilit- y
uau
ternities
LAUNDRY
job to minimize tne
But, we
THE ONLY COLLEGE-LICENSEThis is is our and maximize xne
valid point of pride.
of the students.
rt
ougnt
to.
evirtpnr0H hv the fact that the
,ld do more and we
Tuesday Closed
Monday 12:30 - 3:30
narts.
Hours
discussion of these issues
Archon fraternity, somewhat less
invite
I
signifiFriday 1 - 3
is the natioal
Tnterfraternity Council,
Thursday 1 2:30 - 3:30
sociallv inclined than the omers, Q. What
Wednesday 1 - 3
suit u., tv,o
a
such
of
import
and
's generally number one fraternity cance
the College administration, and
Pickup in Dorms
Sunday Night
academii-allThis is also sup
the entire student body.
Negro
Jewish
Cohen,
Joe
If
A
you, Mr. Burr
ported by the fact that the inUniversity, were to Q. Thank
dependent independents have a at Podunk

THE PATH TO SALVATION IS LIKE
THAT OVER THE RAZOR'S EDGE
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MUSICAL

FACULTY PLAYS

Students Stay at Gay Day Play;

Oct.

12
19
26

Nov.

2
9

Loss of Innocence
Last Year at Marienbad
Blackboard Jungle
Kuhle Wampe
The World, The Flesh & The
Devil

16

Stalag

23

Lili

30

Dec.

7

Jan.

7
18

25

Feb.

1

15

22

17

(Dance Weekend)

Shane

Les Liasons Dangereuses

The Last Angry Man

Shuf-

fle, heavier than usual,
sics Professor

Miller.

WAS7ttr"V

111

all-tim-

ADMITTEDLY, the film society
entirely blameless in the
decline of student interest in the
screen art. Of late, the presentations have been extraordinary,
but the equipment has been just
ordinary, unable to cope with
modern screen methods, as anyone who followed those hard-boile- d
eggs that a tuberculin Paul
Newman propelled across a lunch
counter in "The Hustler," will
testify. The society sorely needs
a new lbmm projector ana two
cinemascope lenses to spare the
student the agony of those long,
drawn out performances.

ii

is not

c

If new equipment were pur
Suddenly Last Summer
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington chased, Cocks would like to see

From Here to Eternity
Shoot The Piano Player

Room at the Top
Call Me Madam
Apr. 4 A View From The Bridge
11
The 39 Steps
18
Last Train From Gun Hill
25 All The King's Men
May 27 Sail A Crooked Ship
9
Sat. Night - Sunday Morning
7

14

Council Reconvenes

Dean Acts On
Frosh Hazing
Dean Thomas J. Edwards ex
plained his action which abolished
freshman class hazing at Student
Council's first meeting this year.
Monday.
While he conceded that tradi
tions are under the aegis of the
Council, he declared that when a
situation becomes "bad for the
students or the college" the administration would take action
He noted that last year's pajama
parade created a danger to stu
dents milling around on the high.
way. Put on the spot by Council
indecision last spring on the issue,
Edwards was forced to make a
decision this summer.
DEBATE ENSUING on the possibility of the cane rush tomorrow
at homecoming. But a motion was
carried to abolish all forms of hazing this year. Chris Scott, Council president, declared that the
resolution was "clear evidence
that Council supports the Dean's
decision."
Fred Kluge, Council member
and Campus Senate secretary, announced to the Council that the
Senate's meetings would be closed
to the public, but that minutes
would be circulated through the
college. Kluge added that any
Senator is free to discuss the proceedings outside the President's
Chambers, where the Senate will
meet.
REVEILLE editor John Scho-fiel- d
proposed a 96 page history of
Kenyon, with material from the
archives, to supplement the 1964
yearbook. He asked and received
Council endorsment of the proposal. Funds to finance this addition are to be obtained by
selling the history in paperback
to friends of the college and
alumni.

the society's massive investment

ll

returned by an equally massive
renewal of student interest in
filmdom and the screen art in

.

keeping with the gust of enthu- sra that at this moment has
propelled the "Pillow Talk" trade
out into the New Wave.
Tom Collins, Peirce Hall co
ordinator, explained his new job
to the Council.
A resolution to enjoin students
to wear coats and ties to Sunday
dinner was passed
Timothy Wachs, MKA representative, resigned from Council. He
cited the pressing duties of his
office as
of MKA.
Michael Underwood was seated
as the new representative.
On the Council agenda in coming weeks will be disposition of
Kenyon's membership in the Na
tional Student Association, dis
cussion of the upperclass dorm,
including a student questionnaire,
and an amendment to the constitution resolving the inequity in
independent representation on the
Council.
vice-preside-

nt

TWO RECEIVE LETTERS
Two Kenyon professors received
doctor of philosophy degrees last
June. Samuel Nord, of the psychology department, received his
in psychology from Brown University.
John Bucsela, Russian
professor, was awarded his Ph.D.
from the University of Wisconsin
in Russian language and

Shirts by Gant
Sport Coats by Cricketeer
Jackets by Lakeland
Shoes by Bass
Ties by Clark
Sport Belts

EXHIBIT

(Cont. from page

. . .

Mount Vernon's

1)

Best

ALSO BEFORE Christmas, the

art department plans to show

a

collection of paintings from the
personal collections of the faculty
members. Art professor Joseph
Slate says that he thinks this
should be very interesting as
"many faculty members have very
fine originals."
Other plans for
this exhibit are still incomplete.
In January in connection with
its silver anniversary, the Kenyon
Review will present a short history of the Review. Included in
the presentation will be Review
covers, manuscripts, and letters.
The Review office is now making
final plans for the exhibit.
During February the art department again will occupy the
library with a showing of prints
by contemporary Japanese artists.
This feature will be shown in
cooperation with the Great Lakes
College Association.
The association has made available 95
prints from the Yoseido Gallery of
Tokyo.
LARGEST COLLEGIAN
To the best of our knowledge,
this 10- - page issue of the Collegian is the largest in the
journal's
history
The Editors
107-ye-

ar

FANCY

FRUITS AND

VEGETABLES

PIZZA

Good Cheese

PIZZA VILLA
NEW LOCATION
OHIO AVE.

10 EAST

PHONE

ZINK'S FRUIT MKT.

Too!

309 South Main

St.

KNOX COUNTY

392-896- 6

Clip and Save

AUTOMOBILE

HUES' OFFICE
MACHINE
ALL

Complete

Travel

REPAIR

MAKES OF TYPEWRITERS
AND RECORD PLAYERS

10 North Mulberry St.

james r. deaver

Service

Phone

MODEL

photography

CLUB

392-482- 1

AIRPLANES

Scale - Flying - Plastic

thirteen west high street

STAMP

AND
SUPPLIES

mount vernon, ohio

COIN

STUNT AND

WISE JEWELERS

SPORT

ENGINES

KENYON 1824
WISE JEWELERS 1856

John's Hobby

Member American Gem Society
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO

23 West Vine St.

Oldest and Best

Center

Wash Pants
Sweaters

Lemaster's
Main St., Mount Vernon, Ohio

PAUL'S
Flowers - Corsages

-

DIAL

393-404- 5

MAGAZINES
TOBACCOS
CIGARS
PIPES

Have you ever eaten a "Sweetie Pie"?

HOLIDAY RESTAURANT
OPEN

Gifts

22 Public Square, Mt. Vernon, O.

is

here illustrated by Phy.

A Taste of Honey

29

Mar.

Perennial Gambier

Cocks is especially eager to see
a large attendance for "Last Year
at Marienbad," a relatively recent
French contribution to the New
Wave. A sizeable audience, said
Cocks, will redeem the Kenyon
student body's level of cinematic
appreciation, a basically stagnant
outlook that established "Pillow
e
Talk" as the campus
box
office shasheroo. The film, which
concerns one of America's three
leading institutions
Independ
ence Day, Labor Day, and Doris
Day
in Cocks' opinion cannot
approach such previous offerings
as "Treasure of Sierre Madre," a
quality adventure that attracted a
mere 17 in attendance.

196:

HOUSES

Pix Biz: Nix, Were Better Flics
by Rick Freeman
The Kenyon Film Society plans
several new adventures in cine
matic entertainment to round out
this year's Rosse Hall Festival.
Jay Cocks, representing the
society, noted that the projected
catalogue of flics presents repre
sentatives of both the American
and European screen mills. Each
production was chosen neither on
strictly edifying nor entertaining
merits.
mean
between
A pleasing
thought and thunder was sought
and, as the schedule testifies,
achieved.
COCKS SAID that the shows
are subject to last minute change
as was the case of the Oct. 3
showing of "It Could Happen to
a last minute replace
You"
ment for "Sail a Crooked Ship"
scheduled to appear on that date
but unavailable at the time. Most
of these switches are at the whim
of the distributing company. The
films are:

11,

OCTOBER

Brining News
12 West Vine St.

7 DAYS A

109 South

WEEK

7 A.M.

to 7:30 P.M.

Main Street, Mount Vernon, Ohio
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ALDRICH LECTURE
A BROAD SURVEY

By Carl Mankowitz
Aldrich noted the new view of
Listening to Professor Virgil
the sensitivity
Aldrich's lecture last Friday on of the logic of language as we use
self - consciousness
brought to it in plain talk, science, art, and
WATERSTON elaborated
.
tu
Od
uicaatlllt unit? srn1 u religion.
change in the committee its. .....v
eading his newest book, Philoso- 1110V
the inclusion of two repres,hv of
HE SKETCHED Wittgenstein's
flrt
t ves from the Student Co,
We
in
experienced
the game view that language becomes aniioTh hmfn
conversational tone, the mated when we use it in certain
T ""w
both juniors
n Waters
patterns suitable for
sto
f thfi s ubject 'mat. connected
handli
measured words "There ,s n1. and
our purpose, and that when we
Ue treatmentJof
closer bason good French pr0!,g
fail to use it in the appropriate
schoos of philosophic th
ciation at this point) between BY THE
by Richard Lee
USE 0f ciever and connections, it loses its animation.
counc. and the committee Sc ly
exampes to mustrate hig He cited an amusing example
Odetta, billed as a "profoundly times the council felt the cl)ening
from the New Yorker to illustrate
remarks Adrich
ick
moving and emotionally commun- man didn t know what was
his point.
g.tablished rapport with his
singer,
appear
folk
will
icative"
We were eager to hear Aldrich
.'
as
he
led
.
a
through
tJ."
thim
.
,
,
;iers,
,
in Rosse Hall on Friday evening,
Hint of scandal in the
comment
more extensively on
of
philosophical
thinki
Oct. 5, according to John Watery Waterston was quick on
Wittgenstein, a philosopher for
theJout self.Consciousness.
of the College bound:
ston, chairman
have no grist for After adroitl
of the whom he confessed a great respect
ki
Social Committee.
Collegians mills"
phist,s
subjectivism
found
in and admiration. Indeed, some of
Waterston, the S. Hurok of
In other hot Social Commlatos RepubliCi Aldrich
his audience felt let down by Proickl
Gambier, droned on to explain news (Waterston: "The
Aldrich: what had gone becomrrid us th
n the
ics vigw fessor especially
the committee's new policies for is undramatic but works sm
fore,
his statement of
is
ephemeral,
the
self
hat
on
and
this year. There will be no "band ly,") we hear that the cou(
o the 16th century conflict be- - the new notion of self consciousor renown" on Fall Dance Week- ,C!"C c,,uu,vo lu mc
LO,m:.ween Newton's and Descartes' ness, seemed a prelude to a careend. Instead, two lesser bands will may be put to work on a
prchought He observed that de-o- f ful and penetrating look (the kind
blast away into the ultra-coDean Edwards to expar.pHe their differenceSj both recog. we experienced in his book) at
night air demanding a total of function. The Deans ideanized
that self consciousness was philosophy of language and its
only $900 for their
have the committee deveinescapablei that each man was importance, a subject with which
efforts.
service that will inform stitrapped in his Qwn inner privacy. Aldrich has some intimacy and
The money saved on the week- of doings m the Gambier
ALDRICH neatly dealt with sympathy.
end will be used to further the (including the cultural centHume.s
PERHAPS Aldrich only wanted
scepticismj but had diffi.
concert prosocial committee's
Cleveland and Columbus) culty by hjs Qwn admission) in to give us a survey. Yet our curto
designed
is
linp
break
gram, which
thincr nn thf
nf a njciimmmfJ nn Kant ? nnqitinn nn iosity was aroused by his con"
" e
o rejn- f Kant's f
board in Pierce Hall. Alto the
cluding remarks. If he had conabsolute mind.
larger
n'uyt
4
p.m.
Sunday,
apothe.vie
at
Aldrich observed that in the fined his remarks to recent philArchon lounge.
last 30 years a new consciousness osophy of language, we might
Sutcliffe's talk, entitled "The of language has been generated. have left Philo feeling we had
Heart Needs a Language," will be He spoke of language's power to heard a more substantial lecture.
(Cont. from page 1)
taken from an article written by make order of man's environment, However, he probably intended to
For three or four years before him which will appear
in the
appetities for more,
Shrimplin's hiring, Gambier was Teachers' College Record, a pro- and to enrich his appreciation of whet our
surveyed the positions of since Aldrich is a man who obwithout overt law enforcement, fessional journal. According to it and
viously has a great felicity for
some recent philosophers of
"But," officials tell, "it is nothing
Sutcliffe, the article "asserts the
his discipline.
new to have a Village Marshal."
importance of literary instruction
For many previous years Gambier
in a very technical age."
had employed
one with a good
The Symposium series of lecUntil its forced discontinuance tures, sponsored by the departwith the advent of the war, the ment of philosophy, presents lecpractice was to bring town law tures of a fairly technical nature
breakers to trial in Town HalL generally delivered by members
by Mark Houser
Severe offenses incurred severe of the Kenyon faculty. Many of
Although the next elections are over a year away, the Young
penalties, the stiffest of which the lectures given in past years
Democrats and the Young Republicans are planning fresh assualts
placed persons, students included, have been later published.
Encouraged by enthusiasm
on Kenyon's traditional apoliticality.
behind Town Hall jail bars.
The Symposium's schedule for shown by the freshmen, YD president Ed McCampbell and former
THESE BARS, which indeed a
this year is in somewhat of a state YR chief Larry Schulz see a definite hope of bringing more students
prison did make, went the way of
of flux. Next scheduled speaker into the arena of partisan politics.
much domestic iron in the early
is psychology professor Samuel G.
As the Republicans plan their
1940's
into the manufacture of Nord on Nov. 24. Scheduled for
since the campus GOp is fairly
Schulz closely associated with the state
meeting,
first
war materials.
Since the bars
by
Paul
year
are
talks
later in the
feels he can definitely predict the party and witn the Midwest
became bullets, Gambier "crimiB. Trescott of economics, Leonard election of Everett Moffat as his
young Republican Federation,
nals" have been whisked off to
G. Mille of political science, and
speedy
trial in Mount Vernon Virgil C. Aldrich and Gerald E. sucessor. "He's the only one on pagt presjdents have found it easy
campus with real militance and tQ tap the facilities of the Bliss
municipal court.
Myers of philosophy. Symposium drive," said Schulz. "I think he
machine for support and litera-wi- ll
The affable Mayor, who doubles chairman Donald Hebb also hopes
do a great deal to bring the ture to boost local projects.
as chief of police, emphasized that to present some speakers
from
closer to our philosophy." sidering tbe preSent trend in the
town officials do not wish to interfoutside the College.
Moffat will be faced national party, the Kenyon Young
elected,
If
ere with students' normal way of
problems. Republicans might, under major-Schul- z
organizational
with
life.
"We certainly have no
confided that the Kenyon jty consensus, affiliate themselves
P.
C.
P.
GARVERICK,
G.
grudge against Kenyon boys. The
Young
Young Republicans will need more Vvith the newly-forme- d
measures introduced are for the
CERT. PROFESSIONAL PHGTOGRAPHER
$1 a year dues ohioans for Goldwater, a Colum- present
their
than
well-being
safety and
of the entne bus organization.
if they wish to
31 E. GAMBIER STREET
tire community.
We don't intend
which
"Republican Newsletter
"I think Goldwater would run
OHIO
to 'pick on' anyone, but we must
VERNON,
MOUNT
scored for them in 1961-6a very good race in Ohio," comcertinsure safety by enforcing
k
mented Schulz, "and
ain laws."
hurt him the way
wouldn't
RENTALS
TUXEDO
One such measure was passed
ANTON'S LOUNGE
it defeated O'Neill in the 1958
at Monday's meeting.
Now in efRepair and Alterations gubernatorial contest." In respect
Clothes
order
to
made
Pizza
fect is a punishable ordinance
to the Senate seat held by Stephen
Italian Spaghetti
against jaywalking. What do town
Kousoulas Cleaners
Young, Schulz replied that "Young
6
OUT
CARRY
Orofficials consider jaywalking?
will certainly lose if Bob Taft, Jr.
15 W. Vine St.
222 South Main St.
dinary cutting across streets at
decides to run."
or at
"Since Senator Young is a Kenprobably won't get you into
yon graduate, I think we have a
trouble, but don't get caught
good chance of having him as a
walking down the center of the
TO
speaker this year, " according to
road.
This violation could cost
you up to $50 plus court fees, and
Young Democrat president Ed
you might play Jailbird for 10
McCampbell. "Young can and will
Days on a third offense.
WOLFE ALSO issued fair warniOn
Keep
ng of more stringent enforcement
OCTOBER
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self-consciousne-

Odetta Plans
Concert Here
In Two Weeks
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Marshal. . .

Political Groups Prime
For Presidential Contest

ex-presid-

ent

Con-studen- ts

re-establ- ish

2.

right-to-wor-

393-397-

392-686- 1

non-intersecti-

ons

non-crosswal-

ks

SUBSCRIBE

THE

MOUNT VERNON NEWS
Up-To-Dn-

f a

statute against unsafe

opera-

tion of motor vehicles, which
nay relieve you of up to $25 plus
court costs.
Illegal parking in
front of the post office also promises to draw fines in the future.
The Mayor believes that Kenyon students are usually
Nevertheless, he thinks
the town "should have some positive means of controlling
well-behave- d.

.
.

Runciman Here
Monday As First

Larwell Lecturer
Sir Steven Runciman, famed
medieval historian, will present
the first Larwell Lecture of the
year sponsored by the Lectureships' Committee Monday night at
8 o'clock in Philomathesian
Hall.
The topic, "Changing Views of the
Crusades," lies within his special
area of research. He has written
e
a
history of the
Crusades among his 10 major
historical works.
three-volum-

SIR STEVEN has been teacher
and lecturer at Cambridge, Oxford, St. Andrews, and the University of Istanbul. He served in
varied capacities during World
War II in the British Embassies
in Sofia and Cairo and as a member of the British Council in
Greece from 1945-4Formerly
affiliated with the British Museum, the Victoria and Albert
Museum, and the Real Academia
ae Sistoria (Madrid), Runciman is
currently chairman of the Anglo-HellenLeague and President of
the British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara.
7.

ic

Sir Steven will be at Kenyon the entire week, will visit
history classes and meet students
for discussion, as a part of the
Lectureships'
new attempt to
bring visiting lecturers into closer
and more prolonged contact with
the student body.
THE LECTURESHIPS' entire
program has expanded. There
will be three Gund Concerts instead of two, and five faculty lectures instead of three. Professor
Ritcheson will deliver the next
of these November 11, and Professors Trescott, York and Slate
are scheduled for later lectures.
College assemblies will feature
Professor Paul Titus October 22
and Professor Raymond English
November 20.
THE NEXT outside lecture will
be the Gund Lecture on October
Mark Schorer,
28 by Professor
Chairman of the English Department at the University of Califorg
nia, and best known for his
of Sinclair
biography
Lewis, "The Modern Hero in Contemporary Literature"
best-sellin-

James Bellows, Kenyon '46, new
Managing Editor of the New York
Herald Tribute, will appear as
April's featured speaker.
McCampbell, also
be
warmed by freshman enthusiasm,
plans a competing newsletter. Of
course, he reflected, the YD's on
campus are better organized, but
the problem is that links with the
state party and Young Dems of
America are very weak. "The only
connection is that we campaign;
they never send us information
or literature."
re-electe- d."

Taking note of the success of
the debate last year between Professor Burnham and Congressman
Ashbrook, McCampbell said that
he would publicly debate any
Young Republican on campus.
"We tried to do this last year,"
he lamented, "but they always
backed out."

le

SPORTS
CURRENT EVENTS
TV
AMUSEMENTS
COMING EVENTS

BUFFET

MOVIES

Phone our Grculation Dept.
392-283- 6

SEVEN

6:30

-

9:00 P.M.

Saturday Night
Reservations Requested

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
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WOOSTER EDGES, OTTERS
STEP ON WINLESS LORDS
22-1- 5,

47-y- d.

23-y-

8-- 7,

26-y- d.

7.

0

Knox Beverage

Company

633 Howard St.

393-185-

6

deep in their own territory and
missed at least one good scoring
opportunity.
In one particularly
wild moment, Wood was forced to
fumble by a couple hard charging
Wooster ends, junior Bill Cirin-cion- e
intercepted a Scot pass on
the next play, and Rutter went
11 yards
on a double reverse.
Still, nothing of consequence hap
pened until junior halfback Bill
Sweeney got into the game for
for the Lords.
WOOD, on his own
line,
threw to Sweeney for ten yards
and a first down on the Wooster
43. It was Wood to Klug to the
35, Wood to Sweeney for 23 yards
to the 12, and, after a running
play gained two yards, Wood to
Sweeney for the score. Senior
end Hubie Hicks gathered in the
pitch for the two-poiconversion, and the score was tied,
with 10:10 left in the game.
Wooster roared back when Bare
ran back the kickoff to Kenyon's
line. The Lords recovered
momentarily
and stopped the
drive on their own 25, but minutes later, when Twine attempted
to punt out of trouble, the defensive rush forced him to run and
the Scots took over on the 30.
Dingle carried to the 12, and Poling fired a flare pass to Dingle
for the deciding touchdown.
again added the extra point,
and with only three minutes remaining, Wooster led
Wood
was smothered three consecutive
times as the game ended
47-y- d.

nt

15-1- 5,

PHONE

De-Cic-

22-1- 5.

0
Passes had intercepted
36
Yards gained passing 167
280
217
Total offense
average
32
34
Punting
20
26
Yards penalized
61
87
Yards kickoff returns
Kenyon Otterbei
6
10
First Downs rushing
8
5
First Downs passing
0
2
First downs penalites
14
17
Total first downs
166
Net yds. gained rushing 81
21
18
Passes attempted
12
12
Passes completed
1
0
Passes had intercepted
137
235
Yards gained passing
401
218
Total offense
36
32
Punting average
10
55
Yards penalized
1
0
Fumbles lost

GELSANLITER'S
OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

ROOMS

AVAILABLE

For Weekend Guests
Chuck Imel
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The pattern of the game was si
in the first four minutes wh
Otterbein recovered a Keny H.
fumble on the eight-yar- d
lin
n
Three plays later a
animal named Thompson bulle
over from the two, Gary Reynold,
added the extra point, and Otter
bein led
At the half, th
score was 28--

V

V

I

w

sr

200-pou-

7-- 0.

0.

427-279-

co

WEAR SLACKS

1

$4.95 0p

(Tan, Olive, Black)

McGregor sportswear
Sweaters, Jackets, Sport Shirts,
Rain Ponchoes for
Stadium Wear (Blue, Red)
Double

WORLEY'S
Main Street, Mount Vernon, Ohio
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play set a new Ohio Conference
record for yards gained by a pass.
The Lords play Wilmington tomorrow in Gambier. It will be
Homecoming and perhaps some
enthusiasm, a weaker opponent,
and the magic of the occasion will
enable Kenyon to end an eight-gam- e
The opposition used to holler.
losing streak.
"Watch out for the Big Guy!"
Dave Dawson, the Big Guy, played
his last Kenyon soccer game a
LEARN TO BOX!!
year ago. Coach Bob Harrisoc
BE A MASTER IN THE ART OF
since been trying to find the
EXPERT TRAINERS' SECRETS CAN BE YOURS! NO EQUIP- pnper 11 little guys to fill
MENT NEEDED.
FORM A CAMPUS
vacant shoes.
CLUB
AMONG
YOUR
SEVEN minutes later Otterbein BOXING
strategy doesn't call
Harrison's
FRIENDS
FOR FUN,
threw freshman Doug Morse back
for a superstar. He counts more
AND REAL PHYSICAL FITto the three on fourth down and NESS. COMPLETE BROCHURE AND on hustle and mastery of fundgoal from the one-foline. A LESSON ONE DOLLAR. SEND TO:
amentals than on raw talent.
running play got the ball to the PHYSICAL ARTS GYM, 363 Clinton
In the season's first game,
Hempstead, Long Island, New
seven, and, from there, Otter Street,
played under the rights at Fenn.
York.
quarterback Dave Kull threw a
eleven little Lords played Harrisobomb to Reynolds. The
n-style
soccer. For three quarters Kenyon beat Fenn to the ball
GUITARS, GUNS, ICE SKATES
and still couldn't score. Then the
WESTERN WEAR
Soft Drinks
final period erupted into Purple
Woolrich Hunting Clothes
Party Supplies
tidal wave. They put the pressure on hard and made their own
Soaps and Bleaches
PEG'S PAWN SHOP
breaks.
17 West Vine St.
BEST FRESH FRUIT
The littlest Lord,
Bob Dovitz, got his head over the
defense and knocked a corner
Williams
kick into the nets. One of the
bigger Lords, sophomore center
Floiver Shop
Lee Bowman, twice sent his hull;
8:00 to 6:00 DAILY
114 South Main Street
at a nervous Fenn goalie, who
Close Wednesday Noon
6
6
literally fumbled the ball. Bowman turned both of the errors
into Kenyon tallies. Meanwhile
the Lord defense stayed tight,
PHOTO SUPPLIES
BARNCORD'S SHOE
and the game ended
REFINISHING
REPAIR
TWO DAYS later the Lords
TOBACCO and PIPES
ON THE SQUARE
travelled to Wilmington, where
HECKLER'S DRUG
they showed what can happen to
Soling and Heeling
West Side Public Square
eleven little guys when they
don't hustle. The Quakers easily
set back the sluggish Lords by a
score of
The Uiul' are a good, young
yet experienced team. The line
is fast and works well as a unit,
LAUNDRY AND CLEANING
but it is handicapped by the faiI
E
.IKVIQI MIX Qf
Tl HOKat OIVI..OH Q, TKI
WAAK.f COfl.OKAT.Or.
lure of any backfield men to have
kicks capable of clearing the d818 Coshocton Rd.
efensive area. This kills the fas
(Opposite Shopping Plaza)
break on which Harrison relies so
heavily. Moreover, it keeps the
on defense longer than
halfbacks
DRY CLEANING AND LAUNDRAMAT
may be desirable.
Dry Cleaning 8 lbs. $2.00
The Lords have shown that as
a
team they are a tough bunch,
CLEANING AND PRESSING PRICES
they have also shown that
but
Suits
99c
Trousers
55c
they are not always playing a
a team. Harrison's second straig'1'
Washers 20c up
Dryers 10c
winning season will have to be
Pressing
turned out by a team, a team of
little guys.

Soccer Team
Divides First
Two Matches

SELF-DEFENS-

E.

Daw-son'- s

SELF-CONFIDEN-

CE

ot

93-ya-

rd

co-capta-

KOKOSING
MARKET

392-203-

392-207-
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Kenyon's football team wa
overwhelmed by powerful Otte
bein, 42-before an overflo
crowd at McBride Field last S
urday.
The game marked
first time in two years that t
Lords failed to lead in a footb
game. It was the sort of bat
day afternoon for listening to
Series, seeing how many tin,
the Cardinals could score, oy
witting Otterbein cheerleade
ogling at female visitors, and ta
ing condescendingly to nervou
informative and artificially disa
pointed freshmen.

W

WASH

jy

Perennial Gambier

1

3-- 0.

CAMP KOKOSING

397-193- 1

1

jfcjVp

For those interested in accounting, Thompson scored three times,
Gary Reynolds twice, and sophomore Tim Kinnison once. The
Lords got their two points when
sophomore John Rutter tackled an
Otter back in the end zone mo
ments after a Kenyon drive had
stalled on the Otterbein 5.
THE TWO MOST spectacular
plays involved Gary Reynolds
The speedy senior halfback from
London, Ohio, took off on a reverse with nine minutes left in
Kenyon Wooster the first half and romped 59 yards
9
6
First Downs rushing
for a touchdown.
When a bad
1
5
First Downs passing
center
to mar the
threatened
1
0
First Downs penalties
extra point attempt, he merely
11
11
Total First Downs
picked up the ball and flipped a
50
244
Net Yards rushing
6
22
Passes attempted
pass to end Ray Leffler for two
15
4
Passes completed
points.
1

Radios
Record Players

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO

Mr

47-y- d.

RCA VICTOR

9 WEST VINE STREET
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Eighth Straight!

Elusive halfback Rodney Dingle
scored two touchdowns and set
up a third at Wooster, Sept. 28,
as the Scots took care of Kenyon,
in the season opener for
the Lords.
Junior Ken Klug, a quarterback
who now has been installed at
left end, showed his effectiveness
the first time the Lords got the
ball when he teamed with senior
quarterback Mike Wood for three
straight passes, the last of which
was good for 14 yards and
touchdown. Freshman Doug Morse
converted and the Lords led 7
early in the first quarter.
George
Sophomore
halfback
Bare ran the kickoff back to the
Kenyon
line, but the Lords
held on the 32 and began to try
their running game. Neither team
was able to do much with the
ball until Dingle broke through
Kenyon's line on a quick opener,
cut outside, and went 37 yards
d
to the
line, where sopho
more John Rutter forced him out
of bounds.
The Lords contained Wooster
for three plays, but on fourth
down and six, freshman quarter
back Rich Poling hit junior half
back Joe Ferrante with a quick
flare pass good for 16 yards and
a first down at the three. Bare
scored the touchdown, Ferrante
added two points, and Wooster
with 10:49 left in the first
led,
half.
LATER in the quarter, the
Lords were halted on their own
line. Senior Bruce Twine's
punt was partially blocked and
the Scots got the ball on Kenyon's
45. Wooster then marched stead
ily goalward
Bare hammered
at the center of the line, Dingle
skirted end, and, with 5:22 left
in the half, Dingle sprinted 14
yards for the Scots' second touchdown. Guy DeCicco's kick made
the halftime score 15-The third quarter was a waste
as far as the score went as the
Lords kept Wooster bottled up
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BOOTERS BASE HOPES NEW BASKETBALL COURT LAYOUT
ON SPEED AND HUSTLE INSURES
PLAYERS MORE SAFETY
by Bill Seymour
Jackson.
He and second string
by Jay Levenson
Erected at a cost of $15,000, the
their
victory goalie Bob Patrick are the notable
According to the latest reports, court boasts several major imCollege exceptions yet to an otherwise Kenyon's new basketball court is provements.
oVer Fenn, the Kenyon
One of the most
disappointing freshman class. Har- due to be completed sometime obvious changes is that the posiis
off
a
team
to
promising
soccer
rison still feels that if the fresh- during the second week of Octo- tion of the court has been
Having lost
start this season.
men develop, they will make a ber. The new court replaces the switched; it now runs from east
eight of last year's eleven starters, good team out of
what is likely old one which was flooded last to west. According to athletic
Coach Bob Harrison had viewed to be just another mediocre one. spring.
director Skip Falkenstine,
the
the coming season with less than
ALTHOUGH
With

semi-ups-

et

HE still regards

assurance since a large the team as an
unknown quantity,
turnout of talented freshmen, as- because
of their inexperience,
sumed to be the key to a successfCoach Harrison feels that when
ul year, had not turned out.
their skills
complete

have matured they
A number of last year's second will be an exciting team, if not
necessarily a league champion,
and third string players, however,
because of their speed and hustle.
have taken over the vacated positHis strategy, or perhaps hope
ions. Making up for their inexperience is a combination of hard should be the word, is to out-ru- n
work, drive,
and good spirit. and
the opposition.
Coach Harrison attributes Fenn's
The coach is staying with the
defeat to these reasons, as he feels
usual three-bac- k
defensive system
a
opponents
squad
had
better
the
a "W" offense. This means
and
but were beaten on hustle.
that the two fullbacks plus the
FOR the soccer center half back are mainly reSTARTERS
Lords this year are the following: sponsible for the defense while
at wings, Martin Ceaser and Bob the front line forms a "W" by
at center having the two wings on the outDovitz
forward,
Lee Bowman; inners, side points of the "W" and the
Craig Jackson and Jeff Boynton; center forward on the inside point.
halfbacks, Bark Roemer,
Ken This means that the inners back
Korfmann, and Bill Wilkin (movi- up this combination by not playng from fullback to take over ing quite so far forward.
former all
from Dave Dawson
Because the backfleld is comconference center halfback); fullbprised
almost totally of seniors,
acks, Joel Kellman (a former
Harrison
feels that the deCoach
lineman)
and Bill Brooks; and
fense is the realization of the past
finally goalie Dave Kearney, also
two years' work. However the
a
front line is young and, at least
It is interesting to note that of offensively, to use the words so
these, six men including the two familiar to Kenyon sports, "it will
had never played soc- be a building year."
cer before coming to Kenyon. The
one freshman
starter is Craig
out-conditi-

(co-captai-

co-capta-

co-captai-

on

n);

No Moles Barred

RODENTS WREAK WRATH,
RUIN RADIO RECEPTION
Despite an acute case of moler
attack, WKCO will resume broadcasting activities shortly, according to station manager John
Waterston.
As the theory goes, during the
summer Gambier's mole mafia
made a mass molar assault on the
radio cables running to the upper-clas- s
dorms. The wires, masticated into inoperability, are being
repaired and soon will again
transmit the super sounds of
Radio Gambier.
DIVERSE programming
will
range from "Africa Plus One," a
new series on the African Peace
Corps workers, to tribal and classical music sent indirectly from the
South African Broadcasting

Waterston, who took the WKCO
reins last spring, hopes to continue interviews with select members of the faculty and administration. On Monday nights, junior
Bob Legg will revive his popular
rock n' roll program.
Classical music will be featured
at least two hours nightly. "As
We See It," a taped report from
Washington by the AFL-CIhas
been discontinued.
Attractive to the sports fan
should be the tentative "Coaches
Corner," a time for local athletic
personnel to appraise Kenyon
teams andor those of the opposition.
Waterston envisions radio drama
from Kenyon's archives of actors,
O,

change was necessary to bring
the court up to official dimensions.
The new court measures 94' x 50',
an improvement over the old one
which was 91' x 50'. The new
positioning also allows for a
margin between the end lines
and the end of the court. Previously, a player was threatened
by a collision with one of the
steel buttresses when making a
10-fo-

lay-u-

p.

Another major improvement
has been the installation of overhead fiberglass backboards. This
does away with the old wooden
roll-otype, which did not meet
official specifications.
In order to prevent a recurrance
of flooding, a new drainage system
has been installed in Wertheimer
Field House. A new modern heating system has also been added.
The court is being constructed by
the Cincinnati Floor Co., one of
the finest field house builders in
t.
the
ut

mid-Wes-

and a program of poetry reading
and commentary.
Asked if he intended to continue the broadcasting of away
games, the station
basketball
chief forlornly uttered, "If our
meager funds fatten."

in.
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THE HUT

SAD OVER

LAVE

PIZZA

"HEROES"
SEE

COME

SMALL TURNOUT
coach Art Lve
that his squad this year is
working harder than any of its
Though the
recent predecessors.
group is small, due to what the
coach described as a "very disappointing" turnout, the last two
weeks have been marked by a
superior team effort.

JO-J- O

109 W. Ohio Ave.

393-682-

6

Head football

feels

further about
the turnout, Lave said that he
lacks good material to work with,
and that there are several good
men on the Hill who should be in
When questioned

RINGWALT'S
MEN'S
SHOP
"Just

a

step from
the flicks."
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MAZZA'S RESTAURANT INC.
And NEW Cocktail Lounge

THOSE CLEAN WHITE ADLERS

Complete Line of Italian
and American Foods

Now you're Catching on. Just be "clean white sock" in Adlers. Suddenly everyone sees
do it.
you as the man who always knows the right thing to do, even if he decides not to
But
order.
that
in
necessarily
and
a
not
girl,
So now's the time to grab a motor scooter
colors.$1.00
acoveyof
and
sock.Inwhite
first,grab the AdlerSCshrinkcontroUedwool

Special Saturday
Prime Rib of Beef with Fettuccine

Gourmet Room for Parties
25 to 150
214

West High St.
OPERATED
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BY MAZZA BROTHERS
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DEADLINE NEARS FOR
AND FELLOWSHIP HOPEFULS

w

a-war-

ded.

A single fellow or a married one
without children receives a living
stipend of $1,800 for one academic
year while married fellows receive an additional $1,000 for the
first child and $250 for each additional child. Tuition and fees
are paid directly to the graduate
school by the foundation.
A FELLOW WHO accepts an
award pledges that he will give
serious thought to a career in
college teaching and that during
tenure he will undertake a full-tim- e
program of graduate study.
Every candidate must be nominated by a faculty member no

later than

Oct. 31, 1963.

For the first time, the Woodrow
Wilson Foundation will offer a
few Qualifying Year Awards to
promising students who are weak
or unprepared in such fields as
foreign languages or mathematics.
Persons winning these will receive a year's training after college to prepare himself for graduate school. Upon completion of
the program, he will be awarded a
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship.
These too must be nominated no
later than Oct. 31 and their names
should also be given to the Kenyon Committee on Prizes and
Graduate Fellowships.
CANDIDATES FOR Fulbright
Fellowships and for foreign study
grants are to be nominated
through the Kenyon Committee
on Prizes and Graduate Fellowships no later than Oct. 31. The
entire faculty approves candidates for Rhodes and Marshall
Scholarships
and their names
should again be submitted to the
above committee at your earliest
convenience.
Danforth Fellowships are
to outstanding seniors
who engage in "serious inquiry
within the Christian traditions."
Their names must be given to the
same committee before Oct. 31
and they must take the Graduate
Record Examinations.
Nominations for Harvard University's Junior Fellowships are
to be made no later than Tuesday.
Candidates are to be nominated
by a member of the faculty who
is to include the name and address
of the candidate as well as those
of two persons to whom he is well
known. The society prefers those
who have completed one or two
years of graduate study, but undergraduates may be nominated.
a-war-
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WORSNOPP PONDERS
SCIENCE, POLITICS
The Dramatic Club will open
its 1963-6- 4
season with Galileo
by Bertolt Brecht. Running Wednesday through Saturday, Nov.
with curtain at 8:30, the
play will have an added performance Sunday, Nov. 17 at 5 p.m.
The Brecht production will be
followed by Ibsen's Rosmersholm
and Farquhar's Beaux' Stratagem.
conGalileo ponders the age-ol- d
flict between scientific progress
and politics. In his discovery that
the centuries old conception of the
universe is wrong, that the earth
revolves about the sun, rather
than vice versa as had been believed since Aristotle, Galileo is
confronted with a number of
problems and pressures that would
break any lesser man. The way
in which he bears up under these
strains and pressures, and goes
about both eluding and confronting Church and State authorities
who would silence him serves as
the heart of the play.
AND YET Galileo is not presented as a Mind, completely detached from a Body. He is always seen as a human, subject
to the desires of success, a comfortable life, a good marriage for
13-1- 6,

his daughter. His conflict is not
only one of the individual confronting the forces of scoiety, but
also that of the individual struggling within himself. This interplay of forces lends the play
particular relevance to our modern society with its similar, but
highly sophistocated, attempts to
smother the individual.
James Michael will direct the
play with Steve Brown producing.
Serving as technical
will be Michael Birtwhistle, a
new addition to the Hill Theater
staff who comes to Kenyon from
Tulane Graduate School. The
difficult job of costuming the large
cast of 35, many of whom appear
in three or four different roles, is
being handled by Ruth Trescott,
Ruth Scudder and Pat McCulloh.
Andy Worsnopp will appear in
the title role. Students who regularly attend the Hill Theater
will remember him for his many
most
outstanding performances
recently in the role of Benedick
in Much Ado About Nothing, for
which he won the Paul Newman
award last season.
Pat Gilchrist of Mount Vernon
will portray Virginia, Galileo's
co-ordina-

tor
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Observant students have perhaps noticed the new inscription above the building which principally
houses the Admissions Department, News Bureau and Kenyon Review. The old inscription, a
sinuous "Alumni Library," was obliterated and meticulously replaced with "Ransom Hall" at the
direction of the Trustees of the College to honor Kenyon's famed poet.
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Potential candidates for Rhodes,
Danforth, Fulbright and Woodrow
Wilson fellowships had better begin filling out applications now,
according to Dean Bruce Haywood.
Haywood, who took over chairmanship of the fellowships committee this year from classics
professor Robert O. Fink, who is
on sabbatical, is acutely aware of
Kenyon's failure in recent years
to equal the number of fellowship
winners of schools of comparable
size and repute.
One of Haywood's answers to
the problem is greater publicity
for the fellowships and greater
encouragement to applicants. Last
year all honor students were invited to confer with the fellowships committee.
THE COMMITTEE also plans
to administer practice oral examinations to nominees for Wood-roWilson Fellowships as has
been done in the past for Rhodes
nominees.
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowships are awarded annually to
1,000 prospective graduate students in order to attract promising men and women to college
teaching. The fellows are chosen
from about 10,000 candidates nominated by faculty members and
are fully supported for one academic year at a United States or
Canadian graduate school.
The foundation primarily supports candidates in the humanities
and social sciences but candidates
in art, history, musicology, and
students of musical composition
with a solid background in liberal
arts, also are eligible. Science and
mathematics majors with a definite interest in college teaching are
eligible but they must also apply
for a National Science Foundation
Fellowship and accept it if
Students seeking graduate study in such professional
fields as law, medicine, business
administration, etc., are ineligible.
CANDIDATES SHOULD have
a solid foundation at the undergraduate level for study leading
to the Ph.D. degree; they should
be well regimented in the subjects
requiring discipline such as foreign languages and mathematics.
In addition, they should have
ability in writing essays and
work
reports on independent
accomplished in undergraduate
years.
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Chaplain Suggests Four Reasons
For Rejecting Christian Faith
by John A. Gable
In his first sermon of the college year the Rev. Richard F.
Hettlinger, Chaplain of the College offered "Four Good Reasons
for Rejecting the Christian Faith"
in the College Chapel, Sunday,
Sept. 29.
His "good reasons" were 1) . .
"you must reject this faith if you
do not think it is true", 2) ". . if"
. . you
.
.
"were convinced that
Christ's influence in the world
has been for the worse", 3) ". . if it
means nothing more to you than
a restrictive legalism", 4) ". . if
you are already firmly and sincerely committed to the worship
of another God than the God we
see in Jesus Christ."
The first "reason" may seem too
obvious to be mentioned, but, as
the Chaplain pointed out, many
preachers and political leaders
have exhorted men to faith, any
faith, just for the sake of having
a faith. ". . Clearly before we can
make any commitment there must
be reason sufficient to satisfy our
intellects that the object of faith
is worthy of our trust. . . A sacrificing of the mind on the altar
of faith (cannot be done) without
doing despite to our humanity and
to any God worthy of our worship." He also pointed out that
some intellectuals reject only "a
caricature of Christian faith" without really examining "modern
Biblical and theological knowledge."
"OF COURSE," he continued,
"if we limit the idea of truth to
the field of verifiable scientific
statements we shall be bound to
conclude that the Christian faith
is untrue.
Obviously, if we exclude from examination any other
than empirically
demonstrable
facts, we shall not come to the
conclusion that faith in God is
reasonable. But the fact is that
many things seem eminently reasonable and palpably true to us
which cannot be verified by
sense-daughte-

r.

Ludovico, her reluctant
financee, will be played by Ed
Hallowell, a freshman making his
first appearance at the Hill Theater. Drew Lucas will play Feder-zon- i,
Eli Renn a little monk.
Tom Browne and Barry Bergh
will portray Cardinal Barberini
and the Cardinal Inquisitor, respectively. Other students in the
cast are: John Sprague, Jim Robinson, Roger Wallace, Clifford
Spohr, Joe Waldstein, Pete White,
Fred Haefele, Hank Webster,
Adam Russell, Paul
Jim Cowlin, Dick Kochman,
Steve Zinn, Jim Grandillo, Dave
Vaughan, Tom Carr and Tom
Moran.
Friss-Mikkel-se-
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all about."

experience.
We are sufficiently
convinced of the value of liberal
education to devote four years of
our lives as students and all our
lives as teachers to its service; our
devotion exhibits many of the
finer aspects of religious faith
as well as some of the less desirable concomitants of pride, prejudice and contempt for those who
do not share our view. We are
so committed to the superiority of
our type of social organization
that men are dying for democracy
today in the swamps of Vietnam;
it seems eminently true tnd reasonable to us but no evidence will
convince the Communists.
It is
this kind of truth-tes- t
which must
be applied to Christian faith.
"Are we, or are we not convinced, after a serious examination
of the facts, that the Christian
interpretation of them does more
justice to the truth than any
other? Does my study of the
person of Jesus Christ convince
me of the truth of the Christian
claim that in this man something
of more than ephemeral human
value has appeared in our world?
Am I prepared to live my life on
the basis of the conviction that
the ultimate reality in and behind
the universe is love? Only if I
am convinced that these are truths
can I hold the Christian faith:
only the honest conviction that
they are false and unreasonable
can be a good reason for rejecting the Christian faith."
FOR HIS SECOND "reason",
the negative or nonexistent influence of Christ and His Church on
the world, Mr. Hettlinger said that
"if you are to consider the influence of Christ in the world you
must take into account the lives
and actions of those individuals
and groups who because of their
devotion to Christ opposed and
criticized the decisions of councils
and popes, the lethargy of synods
and bishops, and the secularity of
supposedly Christian princes and
rulers. Men like St. Francis, Albert Schweitzer, Trevor Huddle-sto- n
and John the XXIII are as1
much the Church, indeed more
truly the Church, than a Jerome,
an Innocent III or a Torquemada."
On behalf of his third "reason",
the Chaplain said: "If Christianity
is nothing more than a series of
negative prohibitions, if it is
something you have inherited like
the family jewels, if you are
maintaining the outward observance merely as an insurance
a possible hell you don't
really believe in, there is good
reason for you to reject it."
Negative legalism "is certainly
not what the New Testament is
a-gai-
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The ethics of the
is an ethics of love.
New-Testame-

nt

It is only ignorance to think otherwise.
FINALLY, Mr. Hettlinger spoke
of other gods that a man may
have found to replace the Christian God." I am not thinking . . .
primarily of those whose religious
tradition is Jewish or Muslim or
Buddhist: rather I speak of those
who
whether or not they are
baptised,
members of
some Church
have as their real
god some ideal or interest or hope
other than love. Perhaps you are
ultimately committed to
at any cost; perhaps you
conceive of knowledge as an end
in itself not to be denied for any
other obligation; perhaps your
career or your family or your nation has the final claim on your
loyalty; wealth or security may
be your God; democracy or desegregation, your Church or your
alma mater, your mother or your
girl friend may usurp the place
of Jesus Christ as the object of
your unqualified devotion."
fee-payi-
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self-realizati-

on

He concluded:" I can only urge
you to seek the truth with all
your mind and heart and will.
And remember that a liberal arts
college should be a place where
every god of our society is examined and challenged
not excluding the false gods of popular
religion."
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